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a b s t r a c t

Quantum-inspired metaheuristics are solvers that incorporate principles inspired from quantum
mechanics into classical-approximate algorithms using non-quantum machines. Due to the uniqueness
of quantum principles, the inspiration of quantum phenomena and the way it is done in fundamentally
different non-quantum systems rather than real or simulated quantum computers raise important
questions about these algorithms’ design and the reproducibility of their results in real or simulated
quantum devices. Thus, this work’s contribution stands in a first step towards answering those
questions as an attempt to identify key findings in the existing literature that should be considered or
adapted in order to build hybrid or fully-quantum algorithms that can be used in quantum machines.
This is done by proposing and studying four inspired, simulated and real quantum cellular genetic
algorithms that, as far as the authors’ knowledge, are the first quantum structured metaheuristics
studied in the three quantum realms using a quantum simulator with 32 quantum bits and a real
quantum machine employing 15 superconducting quantum bits. The users’ mobility management in
cellular networks is taken as a validation problem using 13 real-world instances. The comparisons
have been made against 6 diverse algorithms using 9 comparison metrics. Thorough statistical tests
and parameters’ sensitivity analysis have been also conducted. The experiments allowed answering
several questions, including how quantum hardware influences the studied-algorithms’ search process.
They also enabled opening new perspectives in quantum metaheuristics’ design.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Quantum computing is a promising field that is shaping the
orld’s future. It was born from incorporating unique mechanics
f quantum physics (e.g. superposition, entanglement, etc.) into
lassical computing [1]. Several tools came out to light from
his fusion where quantum algorithms are one of the most ef-
icient ones. These techniques offer a plethora of applications
n engineering, economy, health and especially optimisation
roblem-solving. The latter is one of today’s most challenging
nd omnipresent issues where approximate techniques such as
etaheuristics appear also to be a promising alternative that
rovides a good balance between the solving effectiveness and
quick hands-on that does not require advanced knowledge of

he problem [2].
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nc-nd/4.0/).
As an attempt to merge, using classical machines, the streng-
ths of both counter-intuitive quantum phenomena and standard
metaheuristics, the existing literature proposes quantum-inspired
metaheuristics (e.g. [3]). However, the peculiar quantum princi-
ples that are being inspired and the classical machines where
they are being implemented are fundamentally different and
therefore, quantum computer simulators and real quantum com-
puters should be used instead. Some reviews and analyses like
the one in [4] have already been done on quantum-inspired algo-
rithms, but no proper use of real quantummachines or simulators
such as the International Business Machines corporation Quan-
tum experience (IBMQ) has been made yet. Considering these
facts, important questions come to light regarding the quantum-
inspired metaheuristics’ findings, design, results’ reproducibility,
their possible use within real quantum systems, etc. Among many
of these questions, the following can be cited:

• Q1: Are quantum principles incorporated in quantum-inspired
metaheuristics in such a way that their findings still be repro-
ducible if run on (I) quantum computer simulators or (II)

real quantum machines?
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• Q2: Since quantum systems provide a theoretical computa-
tional speed-up, (I) can the quantum-inspired metaheuristics,
with their present design, take advantage of it? (II) If no,
How should they be redesigned to do so?

Considering the recent works done on quantum supremacy [5–
], it is paramount to build relevant and useable techniques that
nleash the full potential of quantum systems (e.g. rethinking
oftware engineering for quantum systems, designing efficient
uantum algorithms, etc.). In this same line of thoughts, an-
wering the previously-cited questions will help identify the
ey findings in quantum-inspired metaheuristics’ literature that
hould be considered or adapted so as to design hybrid or fully-
uantum solvers useable on quantum machines and able to take
rofit from the computational acceleration they provide.

The work being presented in this paper attempts to answer the
forementioned questions and do this by devising and studying
everal inspired, simulated and real Quantum Cellular Genetic
lgorithms (QCGA). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
ork presents the first comparison of this kind and also the

irst structured quantum metaheuristics implemented on a quan-
um computer simulator with 32 quantum bits (qubits) and also
n a 15-qubits real quantum machine. The proposal has been
ssessed for solving the challenging NP-hard mobility manage-
ent in Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) - Long
erm Evolution (LTE) cellular networks. The QCGA’s efficiency
nd scalability have been assessed by performing the experiments
ver thirteen diverse and differently-sized realistic instances. The
omparisons have been made against six well-known and various
olvers. It is believed that several contributions are presented in
his work. They can be summarised in two main families:

• C1: As far as the authors’ knowledge, this work (I) is
the first to propose, study and analyse qualitatively and
quantitatively, within the same work, a metaheuristic in the
three realms together: inspired quantum computing, quan-
tum simulators and real quantum computers. (II) Is the
first to propose, run and analyse an advanced/structured
metaheuristic not only on both an IBMQ quantum computer
simulator and a real quantum machine but even in real
discrete variable gate-model quantum machines in general.
(III) Is the first to run an advanced/structured meta-
heuristic by exploiting and using all the available 32 qubits
of the IBMQ quantum simulator and all the 15 qubits of the
real IBMQ quantum machine. (IV) Presents proposals that
are applicable on any discrete variable gate-based quantum
computer simulators or real quantum machines.

• C2: In this work (I) an NP-hard real-life problem is tack-
led, which is the users’ mobility management in advanced
cellular networks. (II) The experiments are conducted on
13 realistic networks and a new instance inspired from 6
months of real and diverse communication trace is also pro-
posed. (III) The comparisons are made against 6 solvers
of different types and complexities (e.g. exact, population-
based, etc.), where 9 comparison metrics are considered.
(IV) To provide further understanding of the proposals, an
in-depth statistical comparison was performed using null-
hypothesis tests and a parameter sensitivity analysis that
analyses the influence of 3 main parameters on the pro-
posed approaches’ behaviour and efficiency.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
resents basic concepts related to optimisation problems and
etaheuristics, cGAs and quantum computing as well as a bird’s
ye view on metaheuristics in discrete variable gate-model quan-
um machines. After that, the proposed approach is introduced
n Section 3, while Section 4 presents the experimental study in
rder to assess the performances of the devised QCGAs. Finally,
ection 5 concludes the paper.
165
. Fundamental background and related works

This section explains the basic concepts related to this present
ork, including optimisation problems and metaheuristics. Also,

t introduces background theory regarding cellular genetic algo-
ithms, quantum computing and a literature review.

.1. Optimisation problems and metaheuristics

In the following sections, some fundamental concepts are pro-
ided for both optimisation problems and metaheuristics.

.1.1. Problems and neighbourhoods
An unconstrained optimisation problem is a function f that

ssigns to each solution, s, from the problem’s search space, S, a
uality f (s) called fitness value. The aim is to find a global optimum
olution s∗ that satisfies: ∀ s ∈ S, f (s∗) < f (s) (if minimising)
r f (s∗) > f (s) (if maximising). Among many dissimilarities, the
ain one that exists between continuous (s ∈ R) and binary
roblems (s ∈ {0, 1}) is the neighbourhood’s, Ns, structure of
ach solution s. Ns is a set of solutions s′ generated by performing
perturbation on s using some search operator(s). In continuous
roblems, Ns can be defined as a sphere with a radius r >

. Fig. 1(a) illustrates an example of 3-dimensional continuous
roblem, where x, y and z are the components of a given solution.
he distance between each neighbour s′ ∈ Ns and the candidate
olution s is described in terms of an Euclidean distance expressed
y Eq. (1), where Ns = {s′ ∈ R3/∥s′ − s∥ < r}. On the other
and, a 0–1 problem neighbourhood is defined by Ns = {s′ ∈

0, 1}/d(s′ − s) ≤ r}, where d is the Hamming distance between
′ and s (It is equal to 1: represents one bit difference). Fig. 1(b)
llustrates the case of a 4-dimensional binary problem [8].

s′ − s∥ =

√
(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 + (z ′ − z)2 (1)

Fig. 1. (a) 3-dimensional continuous and (b) 4-dimensional binary neighbour-
hoods.

2.1.2. Metaheuristics
Metaheuristics are frequently problem-independent solving

methods that start generally by initialising some problem’s so-
lution(s) which will be iteratively evolved using search operators
to hopefully produce better solution(s) [9]. The metaheuristic’s
efficiency often depends on how good each of its components
suits the problem’s neighbourhood features [8]. Thus, the main
differences (among possible others) between continuous and bi-
nary metaheuristics can be brought to two components: the
solution representation and the search operators. In the following,
an analysis is provided about the main approaches proposed to
suit binary neighbourhoods at these two levels.
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a) Solution Encoding
Besides algorithms that employ a basic binary representation

see Fig. 2(a)), some mapping techniques, whose the efficiency
as been discussed in [10], were also designed to allow contin-
ous metaheuristics to tackle binary problems without chang-
ng their solution representation. As a matter of fact, to guide
he search, metaheuristics rely on the neighbourhood’s structure
e.g. locality [8]) and the objective function (e.g. gradient).

Fig. 2. Solution encoding of a 3-dimensional problem in: (a) binary, (b)
mapping-based and (c) distribution-based algorithms.

The first issue with mapping-based metaheuristics is that
hese two elements are dissociated considering that the search
rocess is made with regard to the continuous domain, while
he solution’s evaluation and mapping are done with respect
o the binary one. Secondly, suppose two continuous solutions
′

1 and s′2 within the same neighbourhood Ns of s and their
apped binary counterpart m1 and m2. Knowing that s′2 is ob-

ained after perturbing s′1, there is no guarantee that m1 and m2
ill belong to the same neighbourhood. So, necessary concepts

ike exploration and exploitation are tricky in such algorithms.
ctually, as a hypothesis, it can be stated that the algorithm’s
earch might look coherent in the continuous domain, but not
nside the binary one (see Fig. 2(b), scenario 1). The third issue is
hat the difference between the quality of continuous solutions
s a matter of decimals. So, continuous solvers spend time in
chieving slight and precise changes that might be lost once the
olution is mapped to a binary-coded one which makes that many
ontinuous solutions can be mapped into a single/same binary
ne (see Fig. 2(b), scenario 2).

The aforementioned facts do not prevent some algorithms
hat use continuous representation (e.g. quantum-inspired and
istribution-estimation algorithms) to efficiently solve binary
roblems. Mapping-based metaheuristics encode some real num-
ers without a specific and standard meaning for the binary
earch space, while the distribution-based ones encode solutions
s probabilities of having ones and zeros. This allows both contin-
ous and binary search spaces to coherently merge, where each
ontinuous solution represents some binary ones (Fig. 2(c)).

b) Search Operators
The efficiency of a given metaheuristic often depends on how

ell its search operators suit the problem’s neighbourhood struc-
ure [8]. Therefore, in continuous metaheuristics, they are de-
igned to create a very precise perturbation in the continuous
earch space (even in terms of decimals) (see Fig. 3(a)). Although
t is hard to mathematically model all variation operators of con-
inuous metaheuristics, generally these operators are arithmetic
perations between a given number of solutions (vectorial opera-
ions). The latter can be roughly described by the oversimplified
q. (2) that represents a holistic, but not absolute formulation
here s′ is the new updated solution, si/(i = 1, . . . , n) is a
olution to the problem being tackled and n is the number of
andidate solutions, and o and r are the indices of some of them.
166
ach solution si = {xi, yi, zi, . . . }, where xi, yi, zi and so on
re the components of the ith solution. ωi ∈ R/(i = 1, . . . , n)

is a random number drawn according to some distribution. As
it can be observed in Eq. (2), including already-explored solu-
tions {so, sr , . . . , sn} often contributes to the exploitation of nearby
zones, while the random numbers {ω1, . . . , ωn} control the range
of exploration of unknown parts of the search space.

s′ = soωo ± srωr ± · · · ± snωn (2)

Fig. 3. Search operators in (a) continuous and (b) binary 3-dimensional problem.

Considering now search operators in binary metaheuristics, a
simplistic view of a solution to a binary problem might be seen
as a key combination of 0s and 1s that the search process aims
at breaking down. The most trivial way to do it is to try all the
possible combinations in an exhaustive (or methodical) way (see
Fig. 3(b)) which is usually known in the literature as crossover
and mutation. This being said, as seen in the previous section,
some mapping-based, quantum-inspired and distribution-based
algorithms keep their original search operators in order to evolve
binary solutions.

2.2. Cellular genetic algorithms and quantum computing

This section gives some preliminaries about cellular genetic
algorithms and quantum computing.

2.2.1. Cellular genetic algorithms
The canonical Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a type of Evolu-

tionary Algorithm (EA) that attempts to reproduce the natural
phenomenon of selection and survival of the best beings [9].
It takes an initial population of individuals that represents ten-
tative solutions to the problem being solved, then it evolves
them towards fitter states by applying series of operators such
as the selection, crossover, mutation and replacement part. Many
variants of the standard GA have been proposed to enhance its
efficiency [11]. Cellular GAs (cGAs) are one of these variants that
have been designed to solve complex problems by avoiding local
optima. Unlike its classical counterpart, the cGA organises its
population in a structured manner (e.g. a 2 or 3-dimensional grid
(2D or 3D)), where each node of the grid represents an individual
(see Fig. 4) [12].

The cGA starts by initialising a population of a given number
of individuals. Then, for each individual in the grid, it selects
some parents’ couples in the processed individual’s neighbour-
hood (e.g. Von Neumann, Moore, etc.) in order to go through two
successive breeding processes: crossover andmutation. Both oper-
tors are ruled by probabilities Pc and Pm, respectively. The aim of

these perturbations is to exchange/alter the information contained
in the selected parents. This gives birth to new offspring that
will be evaluated using the objective function of the problem
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Fig. 4. cGA: (a) 3D and (b) 2D grid, (c) Von Neumann and (d) 3D
neighbourhoods.

being addressed. After that, a replacement (e.g. synchronous or
synchronous: for all the individuals at a time or one by one in
given order) is done to decide whether they can be considered
or not) to go through the next iteration. This whole process is
epeated on each solution in the cGA’s grid until the last one
hich marks the end of one cGA iteration (see Algorithm 1).
his procedure is repeated until some termination criterion is
et. Besides, it is noteworthy to say that several strategies have
een already proposed and can be used at each one of the cGA’s
teps [13].

Algorithm 1: The cellular genetic algorithm
begin

Initialisation.
for each iteration do

for each individual in the grid do
Selection.
Variation: crossover and mutation.
Evaluation.
Replacement.

end
end

nd

2.2.2. Quantum computing background
Quantum computing was born from the fusion of both com-

uter science and some quantum mechanics’ principles (e.g. en-
anglement, states’ superposition, etc.). The latter manipulates
ubits which assume that, according to some complementary
robabilities α2 and β2 that verify Eq. (3), a qubit can be in
quantum state |ψ> that is the superposition of two states

imultaneously | 0 > and | 1 > (see Eq. (4)), where α2 is the
ubit’s probability to be in the state |0> and β2 in the state |1>.

2
+ β2

= 1 (3)

ψ >= α|0 > +β|1 > (4)

A wide set of tools came to light from this fusion, and quantum
lgorithms are one of the most important ones. Taking as an
xample Shor’s factoring [14] and Grovers’ search algorithms [1],
uch techniques turned out to have endless use, especially for
vercoming the high-complexity of optimisation problems. In-
eed, when using d qubits, features such as the superposition
f states allow representing the 2d binary states simultaneously,
hich speeds up the computation compared to a representation
ased on classical bits (see Fig. 5).
 t

167
Fig. 5. The superposition of states in quantum computing.

Some decades ago, several technological limitations did not
allow implementing ‘‘real’’ quantum algorithms. So, researchers
such as Narayanan and Moore [15] started by emulating quan-
tum principles within classical techniques, calling them quantum
‘‘inspired’’ algorithms. These methods have been investigated in
several other works [4]. Later, especially in the last two decades,
many quantum computer simulators have been designed such as
ProjectQ of Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) Zürich,
the Quantum Development Kit (QDK) of Microsoft, etc. Also, some
real quantum computers were devised such as D-Wave, IBMQ,
IonQ, etc. The use of such devices is generally constrained by
the limited number of qubits and the restricted access to them
(e.g. up to 127 in IBMQ only via IBMQ network) or their high cost
(e.g. D-Wave).

In this same line of thoughts, a difference exists between
quantum ‘‘inspiration’’, ‘‘simulation’’ and ‘‘real’’ quantum com-
puting. Actually, quantum-inspired algorithms use simple as-
sumptions, probabilities and arithmetic operations as an attempt
to imitate quantum phenomena on classical machines. On the
other hand, simulation uses mathematical models to emulate,
on classical machines (even simpler quantum machines), some
quantum phenomena that would require/happen at low-scale
quantum hardware such as transmon superconductors. Finally,
real quantum computing stands in achieving on real quantum
machines what simulation emulates in 0–1 devices. Both real
and well-founded simulated quantum computing provide the
reliability of their results since everything is done in respect to
the laws of physics and mathematics in quantum computing.

Table 1 summarises some differences between inspiration,
simulation and real Quantum Computing (QC). It is important
to state that since most of the quantum-inspired metaheuristics
consider a conceptualisation that is different from the Bloch
sphere (see Fig. 6), some side effects might result: (I) the cer-
tainty conservation law is not properly reflected, (II) some gates
are tricky to apply (e.g. the Rz gate defined by Eq. (10)), and
(III) the rotation gate Rinsp used in most quantum-inspired
metaheuristics (see Eq. (11)) is different since its counterpart
(e.g. Rx, Ry and Rz gates formulated by Eqs. (8)–(10)) consider
three distinct plans and are formulated by including imaginary
parts in some cases. Indeed, even if the Rinsp gate is formulated
similarly to the Ry one, it is hard to link it to other quantum gates
(e.g. Rx and Rz), which make that Rinsp and Rx, Ry or Rz have a
ifferent effect. For instance, suppose a first case where an Rz gate
sing π

4 angle is applied on a qubit that is in a superposition state
| + > (see Eq. (14)). This can be done by applying a Hadamard
gate H (defined by Eq. (13)) on a qubit in the | 0 > state. Then,
pply on that same qubit a T gate defined by Eq. (12) followed
y a Hadamard gate H again and a measurement according to the
axis. The second case tries to recreate the same process as in

he first case, but this time in quantum-inspired computing and
his by applying the R gate with angle π on a qubit in the
insp 4
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nspired vs. simulated vs. real quantum computing.

Comparison Aspects Inspiration Simulation Real
Decoherence and errors Not considered Considered/Not considered Considered

Qubits’ physical connectivity Not considered Considered/Not considered Considered

Entanglement Not considered Considered

Qubit’s representation The values of α and β are real-valued
numbers (see Fig. 6(a)).

The values of α and β could be positive, negative or complex numbers (e.g.
the states |⟲> and |⟳>: see Fig. 6(b) and Eqs. (16) and (17)).

States’ superposition
Assumption that using a probabilistic
representation, all states become
superposed.

Reproduced by mathematical models
of the real phenomenon.

Phenomenon that happens at the qubit’s
level.

Axes X, Y and Z Unclear. All three axes are considered.

Interference

The inspired rotation gate Rinsp has a close
formulation to the one of the Ry gate,
although technically it is difficult to link it
to it or to other gates such as Rx and Rz
(see Eqs. (8)–(11)).

Made by applying quantum gates such as Rx , Ry and Rz (see Eqs. (8)–(10)).
Technically, it changes the current state | ψ > by modifying the values of α
and β using rotation gates according to the X, Y or Z axes.
|

|

superposition state. Technically, to get a qubit in a superposition
state in this second scenario, an Rinsp gate with angle π

4 can be
applied on a qubit in the | 0 > state. Then again, an Rinsp gate
with angle π

4 can be applied on this same qubit. The state vectors
hat will result in the first and second cases will be different.
n the first case (i.e. real QC), a 0.85 probability of getting ‘‘0’’
nd 0.15 of getting ‘‘1’’ will be obtained. In the second case
i.e. inspired QC), a 0 probability of getting ‘‘0’’ and a probability of
for getting ‘‘1’’ would be obtained. This can be seen by running

he first case on a quantum simulator (or real quantum machine)
nd implementing the second case on a classical machine. Also,
t is worth noting that in Eqs. (8)–(11), θ is the rotation angle.

X =

[
0 1
1 0

]
(5)

Y =

[
0 −i
i 0

]
(6)

Z =

[
1 0
0 −1

]
(7)

Rx =

[
cos( θ2 ) −i sin( θ2 )

−i sin( θ2 ) cos( θ2 )

]
(8)

Ry =

[
cos( θ2 ) −sin( θ2 )
sin( θ2 ) cos( θ2 )

]
(9)

Rz =

[
e−i θ2 0
0 ei

θ
2

]
(10)

insp =

[
cos(θ ) −sin(θ )
sin(θ ) cos(θ )

]
(11)

T =

[
1 0
0 ei

π
4

]
(12)

=

[
1

√
2

1
√
2

1
√
2

−
1

√
2

]
(13)

+ >=
1

√ (|0 > +|1 >) (14)

2

168
|− >=
1

√
2
(|0 > −|1 >) (15)

⟳>=
1

√
2
(|0 > + i |1 >) (16)

⟲>=
1

√
2
(|0 > − i |1 >) (17)

Fig. 6. Quantum states’ conceptualisation: (a) inspired and (b) real.

2.3. A bird’s eye view on metaheuristics in quantum inspiration,
quantum simulators and real quantum machines

The quantum-inspired metaheuristics’ design is a research axis
that has already a substantial literature and also systematic sur-
veys (e.g. [4]) that anyone can go through, although some works
in this axis might suffer from the same shortfalls mentioned
in Section 2.2.2. On the other hand, designing and executing
quantum metaheuristics on quantum simulators or machines are
still in their early stages. Some attempts have been made to
devise quantum versions of classical metaheuristics. Such works
differ on several aspects such as the type of the quantum simula-
tor/machine being used, the original metaheuristic being studied,
the experimental validation conducted, etc. As a first example,
the work done in [16] can be cited, where a tentative was made
to design a quantum (1+1) EA able to run on a D-Wave quantum
machine. The authors of that work have encoded both the (1+1)
EA being studied and the problem being solved as an Ising model,
that is later solved using the original D-Wave quantum annealer.
Technically, this makes the (1+1) EA part of the problem being
solved and not the solver. Mathematically speaking, the (1+1)
EA becomes as variables within the original formulation of the
Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimisation problem (QUBO)
being tackled. Thus, the proposed quantum (1+1) EA can hardly
be linked to the original algorithm or metaheuristics. Besides, few
motivation is given to justify the mathematical translation of the
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lassical (1+1) EA components. Also, no null-hypothesis statistical
ests have been conducted to investigate the obtained results.
he experiments have showed that the proposed approach attains
esults that are similar to the ones got by the classical (1+1) EA.

This being said, the work conducted in [16] studies the adia-
atic QC paradigm which is not the focus of this present work. In-
eed, analysing the literature of adiabatic-based quantum meta-
euristics goes beyond this paper’s scope considering that both
iscrete variable gate-model quantum simulators and machines
re the ones being studied, and more specifically those using
uperconducting qubits. Regarding the former, the two works
hat are relevant to this present one are [17,18], where each has
resented either a fully or a hybrid quantum Ant Colony Opti-
isation algorithm (ACO). As validation benchmarks, the authors

n [17] tackled the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP), while
he authors in [18] solved the single-source single-destination
hortest-path problem. The authors in [17] have used both simu-
ation and a 2 and 5-qubits real quantum computer. Nonetheless,
ot much details have been given on the type of simulator used
hich harden judging the relevance of the simulation done. Also,
he QAP being tackled is a QUBO. Several well-known classical
nd quantum solvers (e.g. D-Wave quantum annealer) already ex-
st and have been specifically designed for solving such problems.
n addition, QUBO solvers run on D-Wave quantum systems that
llow solving problems requiring up to 5000 qubits, while the
ize of the QAP instances studied in [17] is only up to 4 qubits
n the real quantum machine and up to 6 qubits when using
imulation. Also, the devised quantum ACO has been compared
nly against the classical ACO, and no comparisons against state-
f-the-art quantum or classical optimisers have been made. The
xperiments have been conducted on 5 QAP instances only, and
omparisons have been made according to two simple metrics
nly, while neither basic statistical comparisons (e.g. best, worst,
tc.) or null-hypothesis statistical tests have been performed
o support the obtained results. The devised quantum ACO has
imited applicability since it is strongly constrained by the phys-
cal (i.e. hardware) couplings of the qubits on the quantum
achine being used. The latter needs to have a certain qubits’
onfiguration to be able to execute the quantum ACO on it.
ow, moving to the work done in [18], the authors have used
quantum simulator and a 15-qubits real quantum machine,

lthough it seems that only 4 qubits have been employed in
he proposal/study. The experimental validation done suffers also
rom some of the shortfalls indicated in the case of [17] and
his in terms of comparison with state-of-the-art solvers, number
f problem instances being studied, the comparison metrics and
issing statistical tests. It is worth stating also that in [17,18],
o further study is performed to provide an analysis and under-
tanding of the proposed algorithms’ behaviour and efficacy.

In order to avoid the shortfalls made in [17,18], as far as the
uthors’ knowledge, this present work is the first in the literature
o study and analyse theoretically and numerically a metaheuristic
n the three realms, all together: inspired quantum computing,
uantum simulators and real quantum computers. It is also the
irst to propose, run and analyse a structured metaheuristic not
nly on both an IBMQ quantum simulator and a real quantum
achine, but even in real discrete variable gate-model quan-

um machines in general. The IBM’s well-established 32-qubits
uantum simulator (ibmq_qasm_simulator) and a 15-qubits
eal quantum machine (ibmq_16_melbourne) have been used.
he proposals have been run by exploiting and using all the
vailable 32 qubits of the quantum simulator and all the 15
ubits of the real quantum machine. The proposed approaches

ere designed to be hardware-restriction-free and applicable

169
on any discrete variable gate-model quantum simulators or real
quantum machines. A challenging NP-hard real-life problem in
advanced cellular networks has been tackled. The experiments
have been conducted on 12 realistic networks, and a new instance
inspired from a 6-months real communication trace was also
proposed. The comparisons have been made against 6 solvers
of different types, where 9 comparison metrics were considered.
To provide further understanding of the proposal, supplementary
analyses have been performed by conducting an in-depth sta-
tistical comparison using null-hypothesis tests and a parameter
sensitivity analysis that investigates the influence of 3 parameters
on the proposed approaches’ behaviour and efficiency.

3. The proposed quantum cellular genetic algorithms

This work proposes and studies four quantum algorithms. The
first two proposals are quantum-inspired: (I) the QCGA that
uses the original rotation gate often utilised within quantum-
inspired metaheuristics (insp-QCGA-orig), and (II) the QC-
A that uses an inverted version of the rotation gate (insp-
CGA-inv). It is worth noting that these two first techniques
ere executed on classical machines and will be referred to them
s insp-QCGA-*. The third proposed approach is the quantum-
imulated QCGA that is executed on a 32-qubits IBMQ simulator
(sim-QCGA). The last devised algorithm is the QCGA that is
executed on a 15-qubits IBMQ real quantum machine (real-
QCGA). The Algorithms 2 and 3 illustrate the main framework
and differences between the devised approaches. It is to keep in
mind that the insp-QCGA-* algorithms are based on a literature
review, including the one given in [4], on how quantum-inspired
algorithms are usually devised.

Algorithm 2: insp-QCGA-*
begin

Initialisation.
for each iteration do

for each individual do
Selection.
Interference.
Crossover.
Mutation.
Measurement.
Evaluation.
Replacement.

Algorithm 3: sim-QCGA and real-QCGA

begin
IBMQ-initialisation.
for each iteration do

for each individual do
Selection.
IBMQ-interference.
Crossover.
Mutation.
IBMQ-measurement.
Evaluation.
Replacement.

The insp-QCGA-* is built by considering the theoretical analy-
sis on the components that could be considered when devising
a solver for binary problems (see Section 2.1). This includes
(I) considering a probabilistic representation of 0–1 solutions,
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II) structuring the population and (III) using mutation and
rossover. Thus, the cGA is the backbone of the insp-QCGA-*
lgorithms being proposed here. All of them share (I) the same
oncepts (e.g. structured population and interactions limited to a
eighbourhood) and (II) search steps. Indeed, the insp-QCGA-
evolve a square-torus-like structured population where each
rid’s node represents an individual (see Fig. 4(b)). The insp-
CGA-* phases are performed on each individual by browsing the
rid’s nodes one by one. Also, the individuals involved in each of
hese phases are limited to the Von Neumann neighbourhood of
he processed node. Furthermore, in addition to the phases exist-
ng in a canonical cGA, the insp-QCGA-* perform two additional
nes based on quantum physics: interference and measurement.

Regarding both simulated and real QCGA, as it can be seen
rom Algorithms 2 and 3, the insp-QCGA-*, sim-QCGA and the
eal-QCGA share the same search process, although in the sim-
CGA and real-QCGA, quantum-related phases (coloured in blue)
re executed using the 32-qubits IBMQ simulator and a 15-qubits
eal IBMQ machine, respectively. Thus, in the following, the main
omponents of the insp-QCGA-* will be explained first. Later,
ection 3.7 explains how the sim-QCGA and the real-QCGA ex-
cute their quantum-related components. Also, it is worth noting
hat other quantum-related features, such as the superposition
f states, are considered in this work in order to achieve real
imulation of the sim-QCGA or real execution in the real-QCGA.

.1. Initialisation and solution encoding

The insp-QCGA-* start by initialising a population of n real-
oded individuals. Each individual si is a possible solution to
he problem being addressed, where si = {qi,1, . . . , qi,d}, i =

1, . . . , n} and d is the problem’s size. Unlike the classical binary
representation where each element has to be either 1 or 0, the
proposed approach uses a probabilistic representation, where
each element qij/j = {1, . . . , d} is a qubit.

Once the initialisation has been performed, the quantum mea-
urement is applied in order to get the binary counterpart of the
uantum individuals (see Section 3.5). The measured individuals
re evaluated using the objective function of the problem being
olved. After that, the best individual s∗ is extracted. Once this is
done, the initial population goes through the search operators un-
til a given stop criterion is met. This whole process is performed
sequentially by browsing each node in the insp-QCGA-* grid.

3.2. Selection

For each node of the grid, a couple is created. It is composed of
the processed individual and another individual that is chosen by
performing a binary tournament on the Von Neumann neighbour-
hood of the processed node (see Fig. 4(c)). This neighbourhood
has been chosen instead of another because it is among the most
widely-used ones in the literature [19].

3.3. Variation: Crossover and mutation

After the selection, the created couples go through a two-
point crossover. This operator gives birth to two new offspring
(see Fig. 7(a)), where switch # 1 and 2 represent the indices of
the qubits where parts of both parents are swapped. After, both
offspring undergo mutation. In this work, a qubit-flip mutation is
used. The former flips the probabilities α2 or β2 to be in states
|0> or |1> (see Fig. 7(b)). Once the mutation is accomplished,
two new offspring are produced. Simple crossover and mutation
operators have been used on purpose in order to build the
170
most general and understandable algorithm. Also, because a rich
literature on both operators exists (e.g. [20]), which facilitates
their understanding and control.

Fig. 7. Variation: (a) crossover and (b) mutation.

3.4. Interference

This phase achieves the quantum phenomenon of interference.
he aforementioned alters/updates the qubits’ values α and β

to new values α′ and β ′ in order to make the qubit converge
towards either the state |1> or |0>. To do so, this work studies
the rotation gate Rinsp defined by (18) according to an angle
θ [21]. Like for the crossover and mutation, this quantum gate
has been chosen for the sake of simplicity and for its popularity.
As a matter of fact, consistent literature that investigates this gate
exists (e.g. [22]), which ease its understanding and control.

[
α′

β ′

]
=

[ cos(θ ) −sin(θ )
sin(θ ) cos(θ )

]
.

[
α

β

]
(18)

Although, based on some off-line experiments, it has been
decided to use also what is called the ‘‘inverted" rotation-gate
defined by Eq. (19). The latter produces the opposite behaviour of
the original rotation gate which turned to be more suitable and
allows the insp-QCGA-* to be more efficient (see Fig. 8).

[
β ′

α′

]
=

[ cos(θ ) −sin(θ )
sin(θ ) cos(θ )

]
.

[
β

α

]
(19)

Fig. 8. Evolution of α2 and β2 values via Rotation gate: (a) original and (b)
inverted.

The use of both versions of the rotation gates results in giving
birth to the two proposed variants of the insp-QCGA-* called insp-
QCGA-orig and insp-QCGA-inv. The first one applies the original
rotation gate, while the second uses the inverted gate, respec-
tively.

3.5. Measurement

Solutions to binary problems are encoded as 1s and 0s, where
each state has a specific significance. On the other hand, the
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nsp-QCGA-* employ a probabilistic representation. So, a mapping
rocess between continuous and binary encoding is needed in
rder to switch back to the binary representation. This phase is
alled quantum measurement [22]. In this step, each qubit is set
to 1 or 0 according to the condition given below, where ω is a
random number drawn from a standard uniform distribution. The
measurement done in sim-QCGA and real-QCGA is explained later
in Section 3.7.2.

|ψ >→

{
0, if ω ⩽ α2

1, Otherwise

3.6. Evaluation and replacement

After measuring both offspring (i.e. switching from qubits to
bits’ representation), an evaluation phase is performed in order
to assess their quality. This is done using the objective function
of the problem being addressed (see Section 4.1). Now, once the
evaluation step is done, the replacement phase takes place in
order to decide what will be the composition of the population for
the next iterations. For this purpose, the insp-QCGA-* algorithms
ollow the synchronous replacement strategy, where the best
f the two measured offspring is compared to the individual
eing processed. Then, the fittest one takes place in an auxiliary
opulation (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. The insp-QCGA-* algorithms’ search process.

The whole process of selection, variation, interference, mea-
urement, evaluation and replacement is reiterated until all nodes
f the grid are browsed. This marks the end of an insp-QCGA-*
teration. After that, the auxiliary population is considered as the
ew population that goes through the next iteration.

.7. The superposition and interference in the proposed real and
imulated quantum cellular genetic algorithms

This section explains the main motivation behind the use of
he IBMQ quantum simulator and real machine rather than other
uantum platforms or machines. Also, some details are given on
he quantum circuit applied within the sim-QCGA and the real-
QCGA. In this case, it should be kept in mind that the individuals
will be encoded using 0 ⩽ θ ⩽ π , where θ will be in degrees.

3.7.1. The used quantum machine and simulator
IBM is one of the most important manufacturer granting free,

but still constrained, access to its quantum simulator and some
quantum machines. Thus, in this study, the experiments have
been performed on both (I) IBMQ 32-qubits quantum simu-
ator called ibmq_qasm_simulator (v0.1.547) and (II) IBMQ
15-qubits real quantum machine called ibmq_16_melbourne
(v2.1.0) (see Fig. 10).
171
Fig. 10. The features of ibmq_16_melbourne machine.

3.7.2. The quantum circuit within the devised real and simulated
quantum cellular genetic algorithms

As explained before, the quantum phenomena in insp-QCGA-
rig and insp-QCGA-inv are emulated, on purpose, like it is done
n most of the literature devising quantum-‘‘inspired" meta-
euristics. However, these same quantum events are then (I)
imulated within the sim-QCGA using the IBMQ 32-qubits simula-
or and (II) executed in real-QCGA using a real IBMQ 15-qubits
uantum machine. In both cases, this is done using the following
uantum circuit (see Fig. 11):

• Superposition: the Hadamard gate (H) is applied.
• Interference: a combination of gates is used: Hadamard (H)

(see Eq. (13)), the Rz(θ ) (see Eq. (10)) and then Hadamard
again.

• Mutation: instead of using the Pauli-X (see Eq. (5)) or
C-NOT gates, the angles of the rotation gate are inverted
to properly reproduce the behaviour of the insp-QCGA-*
variants.

• Crossover: the classical one is kept instead of using a SWAP
or Fredkin gate-based implementation. This was done to
(I) avoid the circuit’s depth and hardware consumption to
increase beyond the machine/simulator capacities, and (II)
emphasizing our work on extracting the influence of the
superposition, measurement and interference.

• Measurement: the measurement is applied according to the
Z axis.

Fig. 11. IBMQ quantum circuit within the sim-QCGA and real-QCGA.

4. Experimental design, results and analysis

This section presents a brief introduction to the validation
problem as well as the experimental design and results used to
assess the performances of the proposed algorithms.

4.1. Benchmark problem: The users’ mobility management

Cellular networks are one of the most used communication
means. The popularity and affordability of their services have
made the mobile phone industry a competitive field where ser-
vice quality is key. Thus, any factor, like bandwidth saturation
that jeopardises this quality of service has a tremendous econom-
ical relapse. In this same line of thoughts, recent works stated
that when trying to locate a mobile user, the generated messages
occupy 33% of the bandwidth [19]. The latter is an economically
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aluable resource. These facts, among many, made the users’
obility management one of the most challenging problems in
ellular networks.

When attempting to find a user to whom a service is meant,
he network has to locate it first by sending polling messages. In
he same way, the mobile user has to inform the network of each
f his movements by sending Location Update messages (LUs).
herefore, the Mobility Management Problem (MMP) stands in
educing the flow of polling and LU messages. Many schemes
or performing polling cycles and location updates exist, but in
his work, the most practical one is considered: the reporting
ell scheme [23]. In this case, when having a set of cells, the
MP consists in labelling each one of them as reporting or non-

eporting. Therefore, the MMP stands in finding the most optimal
onfiguration of reporting and non-reporting cells. This problem
s defined by Eq. (20):

min
s={q1,...,qd}

f (s) = δ ∗

∑
i∈B

Ui +
∑
j∈C

Gj ∗ Vj (20)

The fitness function, f , is used to assess the quality of a given
olution s, where B is the set of reporting cells and C is the set
f all the network’s cells. The value of Ui is the location update
ssociated to the ith cell, while Gj and Vj are, respectively, the
aging cost and the vicinity of the jth cell. The parameter δ is a
eight used to balance between paging and LUs. For a reliable
tudy, the same value employed in the literature (δ = 10) [24] is
lso used here in this work.

.2. Experimentation’s design

Experiments were run on a cluster of 32 heterogeneous ma-
hines in terms of processor (2, 4, 8 and 48 cores) and memory
from 690 to 100049 GB). The implementation was done and run
sing Matlab 2017 and Python 3.6 under Linux.

Experimentation was performed over 12 networks with in-
reasing size; from 4×4 to 10×10 cells. These networks were
reviously used in [19] and have been chosen on purpose to
ssess the proposed algorithms based on several aspects such as
he scalability when solving problems of different sizes, complex-
ties, etc. First, in order to demonstrate the motivation behind the
se of the inverted rotation gate (see Section 3.4), a comparison
s performed between the insp-QCGA-orig and the insp-QCGA-
nv. All the devised algorithms were then compared against
ome MMP’s solvers which have been selected to represent a
ide range of features (see Section 2.1.2). Various examples of
hese solvers can be cited: distribution-based ones such as the
opulation-Based Incremental Learning algorithm (PBIL), those
sing mapping techniques like the Artificial Bee Colony algorithm
ABC), those using a deterministic representation such as the
A [25] and finally exact ones like the CPLEX or other types such
s the Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP)
r the Nonlinear Optimisation Mesh Adaptive Direct search algo-
ithm (NOMAD) [26].

It is also important to remind that the main objective be-
ind this work is not designing a solver that outperforms the
ost advanced and specialised algorithms in the literature. So,

hroughout this work, very trivial settings and components are
sed at each of the insp-QCGA-*, sim-QCGA or the real-QCGA’s
teps to show that the proposal does not require advanced pa-
ameter settings to display promising efficiency. The settings
172
pplied are proved by mathematical demonstration, logical in-
erence or extracted from the literature. This being said, all the
evised algorithms evolve a grid of 20×20 nodes, where Pc
as set to 1 and Pm to 0.1, while θ was set to 1 based on a
athematical demonstration.

For the sake of a neutral and reliable comparison, the exper-
ments’ settings were taken from the works where the MMP’s
tate-of-the-art solvers were proposed. Consequently, the tests
ere run over 30 executions. In each execution, every approach
as run until reaching 175000 fitness evaluations. Several re-
ults were reported such as the best, worst, mean and STand-
rd Deviation (STD) through the executions. Besides that, a
eries of thorough statistical tests were performed to support
he results given according to the aforementioned metrics. The
igh-probable non-normality of the results’ samples is assumed,
nd thus, the Kruskal–Wallis test is applied as a non-parametric
NOVA test. Considering the results of this former test, a Post-Hoc
est (PH) is performed later to know which algorithm is better.
oth statistical tests are conducted using a significance level of
%.

.3. Numerical results and analysis

This section presents three groups of experiments. The first
ne in Section 4.3.1 considers the insp-QCGA-orig and insp-QCGA-
nv. Then, Section 4.3.2 is dedicated to ‘‘simulation" where ex-
eriments are conducted on the best insp-QCGA-* algorithms;
he insp-QCGA-inv that simulates in a real manner the quantum
henomena using the IBMQ simulator via Qiskit [27]. Finally, in
ection 4.3.3, the real-QCGA is executed on an IBMQ real quantum
achine. In the two first classes of experiments (Sections 4.3.1
nd 4.3.2), the comparison metrics include the Best, Worst,
ean, STD, # Hits, Time, H0 and PH. The first four metrics
epresent the minimum, maximum, average and the standard de-
iation of the fitness values obtained throughout the algorithm’s
terations. The metric # Hits represents howmany times an algo-
ithm reaches the best fitness known in the literature of a given
nstance. The metric Time stands for the average time (in sec-
nds) needed for an algorithm to complete one single execution.
he metrics H0 and PH have nothing to do with the Hadamard
ate (H) explained in Section 2.2.2. Indeed, they represent the
esults of the Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA test and the post-hoc test,
espectively. The sign ‘‘+" in the column H0 indicates that the
ull-hypothesis of the test has been accepted, while the symbol
‘–" means the opposite. It is to be noted also that, for all the
etrics (except H0), the best results that have been obtained were
ighlighted in green.

.3.1. Results of the quantum-inspired cellular genetic algorithms
In these first experiments, a comparison is done between the

nsp-QCGA-inv, the insp-QCGA-orig, PBIL, ABC, GA, GRASP, NO-
AD and CPLEX in order to (I) compare the proposed quantum-

nspired algorithms (insp-QCGA-*) against classical ones, and (II)
xtract which one of the devised quantum-inspired algorithms
s the best. It is to be kept in mind that the main goal of
hese first experiments is not only to establish the superiority
r inferiority of a given solver regarding the others, but are
lso meant to answer the research questions established in Sec-
ion 1.

Most works where the PBIL, ABC, GA, GRASP, NOMAD and
PLEX have been proposed report only the best results achieved
hrough 30 executions and no other details of their experiments
ave been made available. Thus, for the sake of consistency,
s a first comparison strategy, the best result is considered as
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Table 2
Best fitness attained: insp-QCGA-* vs. classical algorithms.

Network insp-QCGA-orig insp-QCGA-inv NOMAD CPLEX GRASP PBIL GA ABC
4×4 (1) 98535 98535 98535 98535 98535 98535 98535 98535
4×4 (2) 97156 97156 97156 97156 97156 97262 97156 97156
4×4 (3) 95038 95038 95038 95038 95038 95038 95038 95038
6×6 (1) 177869 173701 177647 181677 175072 173804 176032 175041

6×6 (2) 184690 182331 200069 200990 184142 182331 182331 182331
6×6 (3) 179777 174519 175620 186481 175500 175564 176994 176148

8×8 (1) 330096 323459 316328 375103 316373 313336 312395 312558

8×8 (2) 328050 307352 301833 351505 299616 292667 294391 297560

8×8 (3) 296379 279625 271637 407457 270830 265853 265792 268366

10×10 (1) 426770 420215 404447 514504 402376 390489 391025 396456

10×10 (2) 386613 386031 371091 468118 369979 362574 364354 366568
10×10 (3) 403731 397800 382180 514514 383321 378033 378926 381725

# BRF 3 6 3 3 3 7 6 4
Table 3
insp-QCGA-inv vs. PBIL: best, worst, mean, STD, # hits, execution times and statistical tests.

Network/Algorithm Best Worst Mean STD # Hits Time H0 PH

4×
4
ce

lls

1 insp-QCGA-inv 98535 98535 98535.000 0.000 30 290.792 + 30.5000
PBIL 98535 98535 98535.000 0.000 30 257.115 30.5000

2 insp-QCGA-inv 97156 97156 97156.000 0.000 30 285.485 + 30.5000
PBIL 97156 97156 97156.000 0.000 30 295.299 30.5000

3 insp-QCGA-inv 95038 95038 95038.000 0.000 30 280.810 + 30.5000
PBIL 95038 95038 95038.000 0.000 30 316.151 30.5000

6×
6
ce

lls

1 insp-QCGA-inv 173701 181802 177182.933 2190.344 1 1045.954 – 40.1333
PBIL 173701 180460 174799.600 1607.789 16 1174.841 20.8667

2 insp-QCGA-inv 182331 187916 184069.733 1392.541 5 1055.617 – 42.0833
PBIL 182331 189277 182562.533 1268.160 29 1149.702 18.9167

3 insp-QCGA-inv 174519 178379 176924.567 1057.265 1 1048.666 – 36.1000
PBIL 174519 190973 176505.000 3150.971 13 1132.483 24.9000

8×
8
ce

lls

1 insp-QCGA-inv 323459 331233 327702.133 2109.068 0 2957.687 – 45.4000
PBIL 309293 324726 314227.233 2784.616 0 2940.308 15.6000

2 insp-QCGA-inv 307352 321290 315170.533 3073.046 0 2944.338 – 45.5000
PBIL 287149 301897 294481.900 5168.672 7 2898.605 15.5000

3 insp-QCGA-inv 279625 292276 286772.033 2824.291 0 2931.560 – 45.3667
PBIL 264204 282511 268723.900 4602.308 1 2840.802 15.6333

10
×
10

ce
lls

1 insp-QCGA-inv 420215 435080 429226.767 4055.418 0 6762.834 – 45.5000
PBIL 390916 414618 400901.867 6329.485 0 5682.949 15.5000

2 insp-QCGA-inv 386031 397478 391784.367 2382.372 0 6716.772 – 45.4667
PBIL 362858 387087 370709.133 6536.299 0 5515.569 15.5333

3 insp-QCGA-inv 397800 405670 403243.533 1878.429 0 6569.924 – 45.5000
PBIL 375133 395715 384160.033 4311.814 0 5587.166 15.5000
a metric during this comparison. Table 2 presents results of
the comparison between the insp-QCGA-* approaches and the
previously-cited algorithms, where the best results are high-
lighted in bold and the number of Best Result Found (BRF) is
eported. The latter represents how many times each solver could
ttain the best result obtained in the literature.

As it can be seen, the insp-QCGA-inv could ‘‘outperform’’/‘‘be as
ood as’’ the insp-QCGA-orig and all state-of-the-art algorithms
n six instances (networks 1–3 of sizes 4×4 and 6×6 cells). For
he remaining instances, no algorithm could outperform the insp-
CGA-inv in all networks. Indeed, for each network, a different
olver outperforms the other algorithms, whereas the insp-QCGA-
nv is always displaying very close results to the best algorithm.
lso, it is worth stating that the rest of the study was conducted
n the insp-QCGA-inv since it is the best quantum-inspired algo-
ithm devised in this work.

As indicated in Section 3, the insp-QCGA-inv and insp-QCGA-
rig differs on the type of rotation gate they use. So, any differ-
nce in their performances can hypothetically be brought to a
173
difference in the way their respective rotation gates influence the
search process. The results in Table 2 show that the fitness value
reached by the insp-QCGA-inv and insp-QCGA-orig is similar when
tackling networks of size 4×4 cells. Nonetheless, the difference
in their fitness values is of the order of 103 when addressing
networks of size 6×6 cells, and 104 when solving instances of
8×8 cells. For the largest networks of size 10×10 cells, the
fitness difference is of a matter of ⩽ 103. This points that the
scalability advantage of insp-QCGA-inv over insp-QCGA-orig is not
exponentially increasing according to the network’s size. Also, it
indicates that in the case of the MMP, the shortcoming of the
original rotation gate Rinsp (see Eq. (18)) used in the insp-QCGA-
orig might be caused by the problem’s fitness landscape type
(e.g. multimodality, funnels, etc. [28]) and not only its size. Few
can be said about which landscape feature(s) is(are) responsible
for this because, as far as the authors’ knowledge, no work studied
the MMP’s landscape yet. When looking back at Fig. 8(b), it can
be also thought that the advantage of the inverted rotation gate
used in insp-QCGA-inv (see Eq. (19)) stands in its tendency of
promoting solutions containing more 1s than 0s throughout the
iterations, which suited the MMP instances of size ⩾ 36 cells.
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Based on the results in Table 2, the PBIL is the only algo-
ithm capable of outperforming the insp-QCGA-inv. So, for further
nderstanding of the efficacy of both algorithms, the PBIL and
he insp-QCGA-inv are run using the same settings introduced in
ection 4.2. Also, a wide set of information is recorded to assess
oth solvers on the basis of multiple metrics such as the Best,
orst, Mean, STD, # Hits, Time, H0 and PH. All of these results

can be seen in Table 3.

Taking into consideration the metric Best in Table 3, it can be
seen that insp-QCGA-inv and PBIL attain equal results in 6 out of
12 instances (networks 1–3 of sizes 4×4 and 6×6 cells). When
analysing the results according to metric Mean, both algorithms
achieve similar results in 3 out of 12 instances (networks 1–3
of size 4×4 cells), while for the remaining instances, the PBIL
outperforms the insp-QCGA-inv. Now, when taking into account
the metric # Hits, both algorithms attain the same results when
tackling 7 out of 12 instances (network 1 of size 8×8 cells and
networks 1–3 of sizes 4×4 and 10×10 cells). However, the PBIL
outperformed the insp-QCGA-inv when addressing the remaining
instances. The results of statistical tests within the column PH
confirm those of the classical Mean that point out the dissim-
ilarities and similarities between the performances of both the
PBIL and insp-QCGA-inv. Another interesting fact that could be
noticed is that the main difference between the achievements
of insp-QCGA-inv and PBIL is their scalability. In fact, it can be
seen from Table 3 that for the smallest size of networks (4×4
cells), both PBIL and insp-QCGA-inv display similar efficiency.
Then, as the size of the networks increases (6×6 cells and so on),
the difference between the efficiency of the two solvers starts
to increase as well. The fitness values’ difference when tackling
networks of 6×6 cells is of the order of 103, then it increases
to 104 when solving instances of 8×8 cells. The greatness of
the difference remains 104 when addressing networks of 10×10
cells. This fact supports a part of the previously-made hypothesis
stating that, in some cases, the hardness of the MMP comes from
the problem fitness landscape type and not only its size.

Regarding the STDmetric, it can be observed that for networks
1–3 of size 4×4 cells, both the PBIL and insp-QCGA-inv have
equal values which reflect that they are having similar stability of
search process. Moving to instances 1 and 2 of size 6×6 cells, the
PBIL’s STD value is smaller than the one of insp-QCGA-inv, which
indicates that the PBIL’s search dynamics is more stable. In the
remaining 7 networks (network 3 of size 6×6 cells, networks 1–
3 of sizes 8×8 and 10×10 cells), the opposite scenario is shown,
which points that for networks of larger sizes, the insp-QCGA-
inv has a search process that is more stable than the one of the
PBIL. It is to be mentioned also that the insp-QCGA-inv has an
STD value that is not correlated to the size of the network being
tackled, which indicates that its search process stability is more
influenced by the MMP landscape features rather than its size
only. It can be also deduced that the MMP’s features are affecting
the insp-QCGA-inv’s efficiency and not its search stability. Again,
no specific feature(s) can be pointed since, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no work has already researched the MMP’s
fitness landscape.

With regard to the metric Time of Table 3, in 5 out of 12
instances (networks 2 and 3 of size 4×4 cells and networks 1–
3 of size 6×6 cells), the insp-QCGA-inv has a quicker execution
than the PBIL. Nonetheless, the PBIL has a faster execution in the
7 remaining instances. This being said, it must be remembered
again that the goal here is to offer a study so that advances can
be done in the quantum domain, and not to propose the best

algorithm that can be built in a quantum computer. The aim is to
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understand and extract key findings needed for devising better
future quantum algorithms, and this by comparing solvers in the
three quantum realms (inspired, simulated and real).

Since the PBIL and the insp-QCGA-inv are two different algo-
rithms, many other (but not firm) hypotheses can be stated about
the factors that produce the difference between their results
(e.g. the population structure, type of mapping, search operators,
etc.). It is worth stating that investigating such hypotheses go
beyond the scope of this work. This being said, for further un-
derstanding of the behaviour and efficiency of the insp-QCGA-inv,
a thorough parameters’ sensitivity analysis and discussion were
conducted and are made available in (https://github.com/Zakaria-
Dahi/QCGA.git).

4.3.2. Results using a quantum computer simulator
In this section, a second group of experiments is performed in

order to answer the first part of the first research question (see
Q1.I, Section 1) and this by investigating if quantum-inspiration
produces results and effects that are enough close to those of
well-founded quantum simulators. This is done using the IBMQ
simulator, where the experiments presented in this section are
those of the best MMP solver found in Section 4.3.1 which is the
PBIL and the best insp-QCGA-* algorithm found so far, which is
the insp-QCGA-inv and the implementation of the insp-QCGA-inv
using the IBMQ quantum simulator (sim-QCGA) (see Fig. 12(a)).

Fig. 12. Execution workflow: (a) sim-QCGA and (b) real-QCGA.

Considering the limitations of the IBMQ simulator which al-
lows only a maximum of 32 qubits, the experiments will be
performed only using networks 1–3 of size 4×4 cells that re-
quire 16 qubits instead of the remaining instances (6×6, 8×8
and 10×10 cells) that require ⩾ 36 qubits. Table 4 presents
the results of those experiments, while Figs. 13–15 display the
fitness evolution of the PBIL, insp-QCGA-inv and the sim-QCGA
during one execution. It is worth stating that the results used to
create those figures have been chosen on purpose to display the
behaviour of the three algorithms when reaching similar results.
In addition, considering the assumptions made in Section 4.2 on
the non-normality of the results’ samples and also regarding the
type of the dependent variables being measured, the Kruskal–
Wallis test is the one used in these experiments.

As it can be seen from the results in Table 4, the PBIL, insp-
QCGA-inv and the sim-QCGA are displaying similar efficiency on
the basis of the metrics Best, Worst, Mean, STD, # Hits or
statistically speaking based on the metrics H0 and PH. Also, it can
be observed that the sim-QCGA is the one taking more time to ac-
complish one execution. This can be explained by the fact that the
procedural execution of the experiments when using the IBMQ
quantum simulator involves communications between Matlab
and Python that induce substantial processing (see Fig. 12(a)).
When looking at Figs. 13–15, a clear difference can be noted in the
behaviours of the three algorithms. Taking into consideration the
sim-QCGA and the insp-QCGA-inv since they are the main focus
of this section, it can be observed that, even if they are using the
same working mechanism (see Section 3), they display different

https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git
https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git
https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git
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Table 4
Results of the comparison of sim-QCGA vs. insp-QCGA-inv vs. PBIL.
Network Algorithm Best Worst Mean STD # Hits Time H0 PH

1
sim-QCGA 98535 98535 98535 0 30 14130.909 + 45.50

insp-QCGA-inv 98535 98535 98535 0 30 290.792 + 45.50
PBIL 98535 98535 98535 0 30 257.115 + 45.50

2
sim-QCGA 97156 97156 97156 0 30 14123.787 + 45.50

insp-QCGA-inv 97156 97156 97156 0 30 285.485 + 45.50
PBIL 97156 97156 97156 0 30 295.299 + 45.50

3
sim-QCGA 95038 95038 95038 0 30 14102.020 + 45.50

insp-QCGA-inv 95038 95038 95038 0 30 280.810 + 45.50
PBIL 95038 95038 95038 0 30 316.151 + 45.50
c
s
a
h
t

Fig. 13. Network 1 of size 4 × 4 cells.

Fig. 14. Network 2 of size 4 × 4 cells.

Fig. 15. Network 3 of size 4 × 4 cells.

ehaviours, where the sim-QCGA has a quicker convergence than
he insp-QCGA-inv. The former tends to converge approximately
etween (0.8 · 105) and (1.01 · 105) fitness evaluations in the
hree networks.

Generally, one of the factors that could influence the conver-
ence rate of a population-based metaheuristic is the composition
f the population achieved throughout iterations via the solver’s
earch process. The latter is ruled by the search operators it is
175
omposed of. Considering these facts and looking back at both
im-QCGA and insp-QCGA-inv workflows (see Algorithms 2 and 3)
nd settings (see Section 4.2), it can be seen that both algorithms
ave the same search processes and tuning. The difference is that
he insp-QCGA-inv performs the initialisation, interference and
measurement without a quantum simulator, while the sim-QCGA
uses one to do it. So, the difference between their convergences
could hypothetically be brought to the fact that performing these
phases with or without simulator influences differently the algo-
rithms’ search dynamics, the population composition throughout
the iterations and ultimately the algorithms’ convergence rates.
Technically speaking, the difference between inspired and sim-
ulated quantum operators can be supported by the discussion
made in Section 2.2.2. Taking the insp-QCGA-inv, the parameters’
setting has a major impact also on the convergence/efficiency (see
Appendix at: https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git).

Considering the results in Table 4 and Figs. 13–15, it can be
stated that the limitation of the maximum number of qubits
allowed by IBMQ quantum simulator allows only tackling small
or average-sized problems, but this does not prevent frommaking
some conclusions about the effect of quantum phenomena on
the algorithms’ behaviours. Thus, as an answer to the first part
of the first research question on whether quantum inspiration
can replace quantum simulation, it can be said that in the case
study presented in this work, the quantum inspiration does not
reproduce the same effects of quantum simulators and therefore,
they cannot replace them. Indeed, it turns out that the sim-
QCGA executed on a quantum simulator converges faster than the
quantum-inspired solver insp-QCGA-inv.

4.3.3. Results using a real quantum machine
This third set of experiments aims to answer the second part

of the first research question (see Q1.II, Section 1) and this
by investigating if quantum inspiration produces the same re-
sults and effects that real quantum machines achieve. This is
done by performing experiments on the proposed real-QCGA. The
latter is obtained by implementing the insp-QCGA-inv on a real
quantum machine. As explained in Section 3.7.1, the experiments
are done on the largest quantum machine made freely-available
by IBM. It is a 15-qubits machine called ibmq_16_melbourne.
Fig. 12(b) illustrates the sequence of procedural calls to execute
the experiments on this IBMQ quantum machine.

It is important to bear in mind also that even if ibmq_16_
melbourne quantum machine is freely-available, it is subject to
several limitations such as (I) the number of qubits accessi-
ble which is limited only to 15 qubits, (II) 8192 of allowed
shots and 75 of allowed circuits per job, and (III) the time of
execution of quantum circuits that is subject to the IBMQ fair-
share queuing algorithm. Considering the latter and the number
of quantum circuits queued for execution, retrieving results of
the execution might take an unpredictable time that varies from
seconds to days.

https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git
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Fig. 16. The variance value evolution: (a) insp-QCGA-inv, (b) sim-QCGA and (c) real-QCGA.
Considering the above-indicated constraints, in this work (I)
new instance of 15 cells for the MMP has been created. This
ew instance is inspired from 6-months realistic communica-
ion records accessible in [29]. The data and also the neigh-
ourhood of the newly-created network are made available at
n1). (II) Also, regarding the computational limitations of the
bmq_16_melbourne quantum machine, it has been decided to
erform experiments until reaching a stop criterion of 70000
itness evaluations (88 ⩽ iterations ⩽ 89) during only one exe-
ution. The aim here is to study the influence of the use of real
uantum machines with real quantum features on the behaviour
e.g. convergence rate, population diversity, etc.) of the real-QCGA
ompared to its simulated and inspired versions. Also, in all the
hree studied algorithms, the angle θ of the rotation gate has been
et to π

89 . This has been done to give a chance to each qubit to
reach a probability of 1 to be either in the state |1> or |0> (see
ig. 6(b)).

In these experiments, a comparison will be made between
he real-QCGA, the sim-QCGA and the insp-QCGA-inv. Fig. 17 and
ig. 16 display the fitness value and the population’s variance
volution of all the studied variants, where each variable is
epresented by a unique colour. The variance has been chosen
n purpose since it is a good indicator of how spread the indi-
iduals are. Technically speaking, it will indicate how much the
ariable is far from the mean value of that same variable in all
he individuals. This can reflect the behaviour of the population
ithin the insp-QCGA-inv, sim-QCGA and real-QCGA. It is also

worth stating that the IBMQ quantum machine used to run the
real-QCGA is accessible worldwide and experiments are executed

1 The 15-cells network: https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git.
176
according to a queue following a priority that depends on the
user launching the task (e.g. IBMQ network). Considering these
facts, no execution time comparison has been done in this part
of the work since its fairness might be compromised by various
factors that go beyond the authors’ control (e.g. the task’s load
and priority).

Fig. 17. Network of 15 cells: fitness evolution of real-QCGA, sim-QCGA and
insp-QCGA-inv.

As it can be seen from Fig. 17, few can be said about the
fitness evolution of the three algorithms especially that the real-
QCGA, sim-QCGA and insp-QCGA-inv reach the same fitness value
of 590. On the other hand, according to Fig. 16, a clear difference
can be noted in the shape and value of the variance evolution.
Indeed, both the insp-QCGA-inv and sim-QCGA have a bell-like
variance plot, which shows that all the variables evolve in the
same way, but with different amplitudes. On the other hand, the
real-QCGA has a different variance evolution in terms of shape
and value, which indicates that each variable evolves indepen-
dently of the others. As explained in Section 4.3.2, this might be

https://github.com/Zakaria-Dahi/QCGA.git
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aused by being the initialisation, interference and measurement
one using a classical machine (without simulator), a quantum
imulator or a real quantum machine. In small-sized networks,
his does not seem to create a big difference in the efficiency of
he three algorithms. However, it might happen that at a large
cale, when tackling high-dimensional networks (i.e. problems),
uch difference in the population convergence might create a
ifference in the algorithms’ efficiency. So, it can be stated that,
n this case study, the inspired quantum metaheuristics do not
eem to have the same population convergence as real quantum
nes. Nonetheless, to confirm and generalise such observation,
urther experiments need to be performed on larger problems
sing other comparison criteria (e.g. state vectors). For the time
resent, this cannot be done until real discrete-gate-based quan-
um machines with a greater number of qubits are made freely
vailable.

Another observation to be made is that the variance evolution
n Figs. 16(a) and (b) supports the statement made in Section 4.3.2
bout the causes of the difference between the convergence of
im-QCGA and insp-QCGA-inv. Indeed, the variance evolution of
the sim-QCGA looks more compact, which indicates that the
population converges quickly to a final state. On the other hand,
the population’s variance in insp-QCGA-inv is more spread and
ontinue evolving longer, which points that the population takes
ore time to converge to a final state. The conclusion that can
e made in this work is that the type of machine used to execute
uantum-related phases has a noticeable effect on the conver-
ence of the algorithm and its population. The new fact to be
ept in mind is that performing the initialisation, interference and
easurement on quantum simulator speeds up the population
onvergence, but keeps the same type of evolution (i.e. bell-
ike) as when using classical machines. Contrastingly, performing
he quantum-related phases on a real quantum machine changes
oth the shape and value of the population convergence.

.4. The applications and restrictions of the proposed quantum cel-
ular genetic algorithms

The findings and results given in Sections 4.3.1–4.3.3 could
ave several applications such as (I) understanding the MMP
itness landscape and building efficient and problem-aware opti-
isers to solve this problem (e.g. grey-box [30]), (II) extracting

he strength and weaknesses of real-, sim- and insp-QCGA-* meta-
euristics, (III) deciding whether these algorithms are suitable
or not) for a given problem (e.g. via search trajectory analy-
is [31]), and if needed adapt them to the problem being tackled,
IV) understanding how inspired, simulated and real quantum
etaheuristics behave and how quantum operators and hard-
are influence their search processes, (V) deciding which type
f quantum hardware is adequate for a given solver/problem,
tc. The approaches proposed in this work including the insp-
CGA-*, sim-QCGA and real-QCGA could be applied to solve
umerous complex optimisation problems in various theoretical
nd practical fields including the quantum computing domain
tself. Enumerating all the possible applications would be too sub-
tantial, but some examples can be cited such as: artificial intel-
igence (e.g. machine learning [32]), industry/logistics (e.g. trans-
ortation, packaging, etc. [33]), medicine (e.g. resources’ alloca-
ion [34]), bio-informatics (e.g. deoxyribonucleic acid fragment
ssembly [35]), ecology/renewable energies (e.g. wind turbine de-
ign [36]), smart cities (e.g. electric vehicles’ charging [37]), com-
unication networks (e.g. vehicular networks [38]) and quantum
omputing [39]. For further applications, it can be referred to [40].

This being said, despite having a wide range of applications,
ome approaches proposed here could have, in a given context,
177
some (I) applicability, (II) execution time or (III) scalability
constraints. First, considering the solution representation used in
the proposal, all the devised approaches can be applied, without
any additional processes, for solving binary problems. They could
be also used to solve other types of problems (e.g. continuous,
integer, etc.), but further mapping processes would be needed to
convert binary solutions into an adequate format. This limitation
could be solved in different ways such as using a grey-coded
solution representation or mapping functions [10]. Secondly, in
the case of the real-QCGA, this algorithm is run on a real IBMQ
quantum machine. The execution flow of the tasks in that ma-
chine is ruled by a queuing protocol, where members of the IBMQ
network are given top priority for running their programs. So, if
the real-QCGA is executed by a user out of the IBMQ network,
the execution of the devised algorithm could take longer. As a
possible solution to this limitation, the real-QCGA can be run on
ther quantum machines (e.g. IonQ) or the IBMQ machines by
oining the IBMQ network. Thirdly, the applicability of the sim-
QCGA and real-QCGA for solving large-scale problems depends
on the number of qubits available on the simulator/quantum
machine being used. As possible solution to this restriction, the
sim-QCGA and real-QCGA can be run by splitting the quantum
circuits using the hybrid Schrödinger–Feynman algorithm like it
was done in [5] and execute each sub-circuit independently, then
merge the sub-circuits back again. Based on the above-stated
facts, it can be noted that all the possible limitations that the
approaches devised in this work might face are hardware ones
considering that quantum machines are still a new technology
being built and few large-scale and open-access quantum sim-
ulators and machines are available nowadays. The above-stated
solutions provided to these limitations are at zero cost. So, the
user will not have to pay any fees to execute the proposed
approaches if he/she runs into such limitations. On the other
hand, if some fees can be afforded, all the above-mentioned lim-
itations could possibly be solved by just executing the proposed
approaches on a commercial quantum computer.

4.5. Guidelines to design future quantum metaheuristics

In this section, both parts of the second research question are
answered (see Q2, Section 1) to establish whether (I) consid-
ering the substantial speed-up provided by quantum computers,
will quantum-inspired metaheuristics, with their present design,
still be relevant and (II) if no, how should they be redesigned.
Based on the results presented in the previous sections, it can
be seen that the quantum-inspired algorithms do not usually
reflect the real behaviour of quantum metaheuristics when using
real quantum machines. Indeed, considering the way quantum-
inspired metaheuristics are designed and how quantum princi-
ples are included in them, several design aspects might need to
be rethought to make such techniques fully quantum.

First, to be executed on a discrete variable gate-model quan-
tum system, an algorithm has to be written in the form of
a quantum circuit (i.e. a set of quantum and classical regis-
ters composed of quantum bits and altered by quantum gates).
This could help take profit from the computation speed-up in-
duced by quantum machines. Thus, real quantum algorithms are
mostly ‘‘quantum circuits" and not algorithms in the sense of
classical computer science like it is done in quantum-inspired
metaheuristics. This can be noted in Grover’s search [1] and
Shor’s factoring algorithms [14]. Taking the latter, each quantum
circuit is designed for a specific task/problem. So, the problem-
dependence/independence in metaheuristics might be tricky to
reproduce on quantum machines.
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Secondly, the way quantum principles are emulated into
uantum-inspired metaheuristics is often simplistically done in
ost of the existing literature. Indeed, when taking the super-
osition of states as an example, it stands in using simple real
umbers to represent probabilities to be 0 or 1. When considering
he interference, it can be seen as a matrix operation on a flat
asis. Concerning these details, an observation-triggering fact is
hat all of these are already done in some distribution-based
etaheuristics. So technically speaking, this makes that some
uantum-inspired metaheuristics are a kind of estimation of
istribution-based algorithms.

. Conclusions and future work

Quantum-inspired metaheuristics are optimisation algorithms
hat integrate some principles inspired from quantum mechanics
nto classical metaheuristics. Due to the difference between the
uantum features being inspired from and the classical non-
uantum machines they are run on, several important questions
ome to light such as (Q1) are quantum principles integrated
nto quantum-inspired algorithms in such a way that guarantees
heir functioning on real or simulated quantum computers? (Q2)
ow quantum metaheuristics should be designed in order to
ake full advantage of the computational speed-up provided by
uantum devices? Answering these questions is critical since it
ill allow building operational quantum algorithms that take full
rofit from quantum machines’ calculation acceleration.

In this paper, the above-stated questions have been answered
y proposing and analysing (I) a quantum-inspired and, (II)
or the first time in the literature, both a quantum-simulated and
real quantum cellular genetic algorithm. This has been done
sing classical machines, a 32-qubits IBMQ quantum simulator
nd a 15-qubits IBMQ real quantum machine. The proposals’
erformances (e.g. efficiency, scalability, convergence, etc.) have
een thoroughly assessed by solving the NP-hard users’ MMP in
dvanced cellular networks. Furthermore, various instances and
omparisons have been made against a wide range of solvers.

The experimentation’s outcomes have shown that (I) quant-
m-inspired metaheuristics, in their current form, do not provide
ignificant efficiency enhancements compared to classical MMP
olvers. This can be explained by the fact that their present
esign and implementation made them not quantum-material
lgorithms, but more related to classical distribution-based algo-
ithms rather than quantum algorithms. (II) It has been found
hat inspiration like it is done could not result in the same
utcomes as simulation or real quantum machines do. Indeed, the
urrent design of quantum-inspired algorithms makes that the
esulting behaviour of the produced techniques is different from
he one implemented on quantum simulators or real quantum
achines. Thus, the findings that result from the use of quantum-

nspired techniques might be difficult to reproduce on simulators
r real quantum systems. (III) It is believed that quantum

search algorithms should be designed in terms of quantum cir-
cuits to benefit from the computational speed-up that quantum
machines offer. This encourages investigating new research lines
in quantum algorithms and software design.

As a perspective, plans are set to extend the present study us-
ing a real quantum computer with a larger number of qubits. Also,
it is intended to study the influence of heterogeneous quantum
platforms/machines (e.g. Google playground, Amazon Braket, D-
Wave, etc.) on the behaviour of quantum solvers. Finally, efforts
will also be made to study other metaheuristics in the quantum
realm.
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